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All About Joins 
An introduction
Joining tables is 
one of the most 
important parts of 
the SQL processing 
engine. The basic 
idea is simple but 
there a lot of variants 
and complications. 
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Table T1 has a single numerical column, C1 
and there are five rows. Each of the other 
three tables also has one numerical column 
and five rows but the contents differ slightly.

I will denote a join as follows:

T1 → T2

This means that table T2 is being joined 
to T1. When we discuss join methods it 
will be clear that T1 → T2 is different from  
T2 → T1, hence the arrow. I will call the 
table on the left of the arrow the driving 
table and the table on the right the probe 
table. Don’t attach too much meaning to 
these terms as they don’t always make 
sense and in some cases will be in 
contradiction to accepted use. I just need 
a way to name the join operands.

When there are more than two tables 
being joined then the operands of the join 
operation aren’t always tables but 
intermediate results. So for example,  
((T1 → T2) → T3) means:

•  Join T2 to T1 creating an intermediate 
result

• Join T3 to this intermediate result

Because of this we use the term row 
source to refer to the operands of a join 

operation. A row source could be a table 
or an intermediate result of an earlier join. 
It might also be the result of a subquery 
of some kind.

In an execution plan, the driving row 
source is always shown above the probe 
row source.

Inner joins
The majority of SQL queries use only inner 
joins and they are most frequently written 
using the original “comma-join” syntax. 
Here is an example:

SELECT *
  FROM T1
      ,T2
      ,T3
      ,T4
 WHERE     T1.C1 > 3
       AND T1.C1 = T2.C2
       AND T2.C2 = T3.C3
       AND T3.C3 < T4.C4
       AND T2.C2 < 6;

There is always one less join in a query 
than there are tables. There are four 
tables in this query and therefore three 
joins. When there are only inner joins in a 
query the optimiser is free to choose any 
join order it wishes and although 

Tables to work with
We will be discussing joins on four tables in this article. Here they are:

C1
1
2
3
4
5

C2
2
3
4
5
6

C3
3
4
5
6
7

C4
4
5
6
7
8

T1 T2 T3 T4

QUERY 1
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performance may vary the result will always be the same. Note 
that there is no distinction between the predicates used in the 
joins, called join predicates, and other predicates called selection 
predicates. Logically, the query returns the result of joining the 
tables together without any predicates (a Cartesian join) and 
then applying all the predicates as selection predicates at the 
end. That is why this syntax is so appropriate for inner joins as it 
avoids any unnecessary specification of join order or predicate 
classification and leaves it all up to the optimiser.

Join methods
Before we start to talk about other types of join let us briefly 
discuss the four basic join methods that can be used to join 
tables together. Let us assume we start with T1 → T2 in Query 1 
above. The four methods are:

Nested loops
With a nested loop we process each row in the driving row 
source T1 that matches the selection predicate T1.C1 > 3 one by 
one. Let us assume we start with the row where T1.C1=4. We 
then identify the matching rows in the probe table T2 that 
match the join condition T1.C1=T2.C2. So we look for rows where 
T2.C2 is 4 and find exactly one. We then apply the selection 
predicate T2.C2 < 6 and find that the row is to be retained. We 
then move onto the next row in T1, namely the one where C1 is 
5, and repeat the process. The pseudo-code looks something  
like this:

For each row in T1 subset
LOOP
 For each matching row in T2
  LOOP
   ….
  END LOOP
END LOOP

Hence the term nested loop.

Nested loops have the desirable property that they usually scale 
linearly. By that I mean that if T1 and T2 double in size the 
nested loop will take twice as much time (as opposed to much 
more). However, nested loops have several undesirable 
performance properties:

•  Unless the probe table is very small an index is required on the 
joined column or columns, in this case T2.C2. If this isn’t done 
then we will need to visit every row in T2 for every row in T1. 
Not only is this often very costly in itself it also wrecks the 
scalability property of the join: if we double the size of T1 and 
T2 the loop takes four times as long because we scan T2 twice 
as often, because T1 is twice as big, and each scan takes twice 
as long, because T2 is twice as big. Note that indexing is not 
possible if the probe row source is an intermediate result or a 
subquery. For this reason, when joining a table and an 
intermediate result using a nested loop the driving row source 
will almost always be the intermediate result and the probe 
row source will almost always be the table.

•  Blocks in the probed table may be visited many times picking 
out the same or different rows each time.

Hash joins
A hash join operates by placing all the rows that match the 
selection predicate on the driving table, T1.C1 > 3, into an in 
memory hash table based on a hash of T1.C1. We then make a 
single pass through the probe table T2 and for each row that 
matches T2.C2 < 6 we apply the hash to T2.C2 and find any 
matching rows in T1.

Hash joins have the following advantages over nested loops:
•  Every row in the probe table that matches the selection 

predicates is visited exactly once and not potentially multiple 
times as with a nested loop.

• No index is required on the join column in the probe table
•  If a full table scan (or fast full index scan) is used multi-block 

reads can be used that are much more efficient than single 
block reads through an index.

•  Join inputs can be swapped. 

However, hash joins have the following disadvantages:
•  If a block in the probe table contains no rows that match any 

of the rows in the driving row source it is still visited. So, for 
example, if the probe table was 1TB and there was no 
selection predicate and only two rows that matched the join 
predicates, we would scan the whole 1TB table rather than 
picking out two rows through an index.

•  If the probe row source gets too big the hash table will spill 
onto disk ruining the linear performance properties.

• Hash joins can only be used with equality join predicates.

When an index is available on the probe table it may be that a 
nested loop will visit some blocks multiple times and some not 
at all. Deciding between the nested loop and the hash join that 
visits all rows exactly once can be difficult. The optimiser uses 
the selectivity of the join predicate in conjunction with the 
clustering factor of the index to help determine the correct 
course of action.

Merge Joins
A merge join is very similar to a merge sort. Both the driving and 
probe row sources are sorted to start with and we then proceed 
in a similar way as for a nested loop: for each row in the driving 
row source we look for all the rows in the probe row source that 
match that one row in the driving row source. In the case of an 
equality join predicate such as T1.C1=T2.C2 we can step through 
the two sorted sets in step. However, merge joins can also take 
advantage of range predicates such as T1.C1 < T2.C2. In this case, 
we may need to “backup” the point at which we examine the 
sorted probe row source as we advance through the driving  
row source.

Merge joins are a relatively rare choice of join mechanism these 
days but they can be useful under one or more of the following 
conditions:
•  The row sources are already sorted avoiding the need for an 

extra step.
•  There is no index on the joined columns and/or the selectivity/

clustering factor is weak (making nested loops unattractive).
• The join predicate is a range predicate (ruling out hash joins).
•  Both row sources being joined are so large that neither can be 

hashed into memory (making hash joins unattractive). Note >>
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that merge joins can also spill onto disk but the impact may 
not be as bad as for hash joins that spill onto disk.

Cartesian joins
Cartesian joins are very similar to merge joins (they appear as 
MERGE JOIN CARTESIAN in the execution plan). This is the join of 
last resort and is only used when there is no join predicate 
available (unless you use the undocumented and probably 
useless USE_MERGE_CARTESIAN hint!). This join method 
operates just like a merge join except that as every row in the 
driving row source matches every row in the probe row source 
no sort takes place. It may seem like a sort occurs because you 
will see a BUFFER SORT operation in the execution plan but this 
is misleading. There is buffering but no sorting. If there are m 
rows in the driving row source and n rows in the probe row 
source then there will be m𝑥n rows returned by the join. 
Cartesian joins should not be a performance concern providing 
that m𝑥n is small and/or either m or n is zero or one.

Left outer joins
There are three flavours of outer join. Let me begin by discussing 
the LEFT OUTER JOIN. Here is an example of its use:

SELECT *
    FROM t1.c1 LEFT OUTER JOIN t2 ON t1.c1 = t2.c2 AND t1.c1 > 4
   WHERE t1.c1 > 3
ORDER BY t1;

The left operand of the join is called the preserved row source 
and the right operand the optional row source.

What this query (logically) says is:
• Pick a subset of the rows in T1 that have a value of C1 > 3
•  Identify combinations of rows in the T1 subset and T2 that 

match the criteria T1.C1 = T2.C2 AND T1.C1 > 4
•  For all rows in the T1 subset that do not match, output them 

with NULL for the columns in T2
• Order the result by T1.C1

The result is:

C1 C2
4
5 5

Notice that there is now a big difference between a selection 
predicate and a join predicate. The selection predicate T1.C1 > 3 
resulted in the elimination of rows from T1 but the join 
predicate T1.C1 > 4 just resulted in the loss of column values 
from T2.

Not only is there now a big difference between a join predicate 
and a selection predicate but the optimiser doesn’t have 
complete freedom to reorder joins. Consider this query:

 SELECT c1
        ,c2
        ,c3
        ,c4
    FROM    (   t3
             LEFT JOIN
                t4
             ON t3.c3 = t4.c4)
         LEFT JOIN
            (   t2
             LEFT JOIN
                t1
             ON t1.c1 = t2.c2)
         ON t2.c2 = t3.c3
ORDER BY c3;

To make things a little clearer I have added optional parentheses 
so that you can see the intention. Note also that the keyword 
OUTER is also optional and I have omitted it here.

With the exception of hash join input swapping, which we will 
discuss in a later article, Oracle always uses the left operand of the 
join (the preserved row source) as the driving row source in the join. 
Therefore, Oracle has limited choice in what join order to use here. 
The join order we specified ourselves was ((T3 → T4) → (T1 → T2)).

Note that both the operands of the final join are intermediate 
results. The optimiser deals with this by treating the (T1 → T2) 
part of the query as an inline view. This means that a nested 
loop is unlikely to be selected as the final join mechanism as the 
(T1 → T2) join would be repeated for every row generated from 
(T3 → T4). The actual execution plan used for the sample tables 
uses hash joins throughout:

--------------------------------------                                          
| Id  | Operation             | Name |                                          
--------------------------------------                                          
|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT      |      |                                          
|   1 |  SORT ORDER BY        |      |                                          
|   2 |   HASH JOIN OUTER     |      |                                          
|   3 |    HASH JOIN OUTER    |      |                                          
|   4 |     TABLE ACCESS FULL | T3   |                                          
|   5 |     TABLE ACCESS FULL | T4   |                                          
|   6 |    VIEW               |      |                                          
|   7 |     HASH JOIN OUTER   |      |                                          
|   8 |      TABLE ACCESS FULL| T2   |                                          
|   9 |      TABLE ACCESS FULL| T1   |                                          
--------------------------------------    

This is the result:

C1 C2 C3 C4
3 3 3
4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5

6 6 6
7 7

The optimiser did, in fact, have a choice of five join orders.  
All the predicates mandate are that:
• T3 precedes T4 in the join order
• T2 precedes T1 in the join order
• T3 precedes T2 in the join order

QUERY 2

QUERY 3
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As an example, we could have written Query 3 using the order 
(((T3 → T2) → T1) → T4) to get the same result as follows:

  SELECT c1
        ,c2
        ,c3
        ,c4
    FROM t3
         LEFT JOIN t2
            ON t3.c3 = t2.c2
         LEFT JOIN t1
            ON t2.c2 = t1.c1
         LEFT JOIN t4
            ON t3.c3 = t4.c4
ORDER BY c3;

Because the “comma-join” syntax has no provision for 
separating join conditions from selection conditions or for 
differentiating preserved from optional tables it can’t be used 
for queries that contain outer joins1.

The new syntax is usually referred to as ANSI join syntax and can 
be used for inner joins as well. Consider this query:

SELECT *
  FROM T1
       LEFT JOIN T2
          ON T1.C1 = T2.C2
       JOIN T3
          ON T2.C2 = T3.C3
       CROSS JOIN T4;

The join with T3 is an inner join (you can explicitly add the 
keyword INNER if you want) and the join with T4 is a Cartesian 
join; ANSI uses the keywords CROSS JOIN denote a Cartesian join.

Right outer joins
A right outer join is just syntactic sugar. A right outer join 
preserves rows on the right instead of the left. Consider  
this query:

  SELECT c1, c2, c3
    FROM    t1
         LEFT JOIN
               t2
            LEFT JOIN
               t3
            ON t2.c2 = t3.c3
         ON t1.c1 = t3.c3
ORDER BY c1;

This specifies the join order (T1 → (T2 → T3)) but could have 
been written as:

  SELECT c1, c2, c3
    FROM t2
         LEFT JOIN t3
            ON t2.c2 = t3.c3
         RIGHT JOIN t1
            ON t1.c1 = t3.c3
ORDER BY c1;

Personally, I find the latter syntax easier to read but it makes no 
difference to either the execution plan or the results.

Full outer joins
As you might guess a full outer join preserves rows on both sides 
of the keywords. Here is an example:

  SELECT *
    FROM t1 FULL JOIN t2 ON t1.c1 = t2.c2
ORDER BY t1.c1;

The result is:

C1 C2
1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5

6

Wrap up
I hope you found this introduction to joins useful. There is a lot 
more to say about joins. There are partitioned outer joins, 
semi-joins, anti-joins, null aware anti-joins, index joins and 
bitmap joins. Did I mention star transformations? The story of 
joins continues on my blog tonyhasler.wordpress.com.  
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1 Oracle was an early implementer of outer joins and devised a notation of using “(+)” 
as an extension to the “comma-join” syntax. This is severely limited in ability (queries 
6 7 and 8 in this article can’t be expressed in this syntax) and difficult to read so I 
strongly advise against its use.  


